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Research Objectives
Wastewater treatment plant (WWTP) operation is slowly shifting from simply
focusing on effluent qualities towards becoming resource recovery plants and
viewing wastewater as a carrier of nutrients and source of renewable energy.
The primary settling tanks (PSTs) serve as the most important sludge producers and are therefore crucial for the biogas production as well as for the whole plant’s energy consumption. In this work the separation model for solids
in the PST has been extended within the activated sludge model framework,
IWA Benchmark Simulation Model no. 2 (BSM2). Modelling the separation of
solids from wastewater has been shown to be difficult when the concentration and the flocculent nature vary between the layers of the tank.

Case Study
The PSTs in the plant-wide model for the Linkoping WWTP based on BSM2
were developed based on characterization of the wastewater particles through settling velocity distribution with the ViCA’s protocol, developed by
Chebbo and Gromaire (2009). In the study, the settling velocity distribution
was described by five particle classes, each given a specific experimentally
found settling velocity, vs, the geometrical mean of vc,min and vc,max for
each class (also done by Bachis et al., 2014). The primary clarifier model was
developed similarly to the secondary settler in BSM2, with ten layers of constant thickness continuously predicting the sludge concentration in each
layer by calculating the mass balance around each layer. The specific settling velocity of each particle class was used to calculate the gravitational
flux of particles between layers. The fraction of particles in each class was
predicted as a function of chemical dosage and time, given by the coefficient model derived from statistical analysis of the experimental data.

Dynamic influent model for PST
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Figure 2. The model of the primary clarifier based on particle settling velocity
distribution (PSVD), presented in Simulink.
Equation 1. The equation to calculate the fraction of particles settling within
each class used in the PSVD, where A is a constant; B, C and D coefficients for
the factors: flow, coagulant dose and cationic dose in named order and E the
coefficient for the interaction term.
F (vS ) = A+B ∙ flow [m3/day] + C ∙ coag. [g/m3 ] + D ∙ cation [g/m3]
+ E ∙ coag ∙ cation
Equation 2. The equation for settling particles flux in the PrimaryClarifier
where vs was determined experimentally for each particle class. Js – Particle
flux due to gravity; vs- settling velocity; XSC- total sludge concentration
JS = vS (XSC) XSC

Results and conclusions
• Knowledge about settling behavior and particle properties can be
strengthened by performing ViCA’s column tests.
• The settling velocity distribution was shown to be clearly affected by the
load of return sludge from the biological treatment step and a greater addition of coagulant increased the class of slowly settling particles due to precipitation of soluble components.
• Modeling provides more knowledge about the capacity of sludge
withdrawal from the primary clarifier and how to set the optimal chemical
dosage to maximize the reduction of COD and for utilizing wastewater as a
resource. The full report (Lundin, 2014) includes simulation results on dynamic influent data; see Figure 3 for a simulation example.

Figure 1. The settling velocity distribution, ViCA’s, attained from column experiments. The bottom cluster of curves represents low flow samples and
the top cluster high flow samples.
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Figure 3. Simulated total suspended solids concentration in the primary
settling tank’s bottom layer, given using provided influent data for June and
July.
Comment: The class boundaries used to create the settling velocity distribution should be calibrated through
better matching of simulated data with existing measured data. When the optimal model for the time period
June/July is found, the MATLAB/Simulink model should be further testified though confrontation with new data
series using cross-validation. How the occurrence of hindered settling in the primary settlers can be implemented in the model should be further investigated. Since the ViCA’s method assumes flocculent settling the method needs to be re-evaluated for cases where for example bio-sludge is re-circulated.

